Finn Solution switched to SUPERNAP (Thailand)’s
GWS Cloud to reduce both cost & latency by 50%.
“SUPERNAP (Thailand)’s technological efficiency is part of our success:

providing a superior end-user experience, YEyes is expanding to new
marketplaces fast.”
- Mr. Nopparit Jakkujan

Founder & Managing Director, Finn Solution Co., Ltd.

About YEyes

Experience

From engineering, robotics, to real estate or
medical, YEyes Augmented Reality (AR) glasses
enables all projects in need of professional
support in remote locations by providing a two
ways real time communication with full HD video
call and leaving hands free to proceed to the
task, cutting cost, time and hassle of traveling.

Prior to transferring to SUPERNAP (Thailand) GWS
cloud solution, YEyes was using an international cloud
service, relying on the brand being well-known to be
the best option. The service was acceptable and
came at high cost.

YEyes Company Profile
Company Name:
Industry / sector:
Main product:
Main benefit:
End users:

Finn Solution Co., Ltd.
Remote Technology
AR glasses
Remote specialist support
Hospitals, Doctors,
Healthcare, Consultants,
Manufacturing firms, etc.

Results
100% Uptime SLA
Reduce latency by 50%
& increase stability

Reduce cost by >50%

Attracted by the location, Mr. Nopparit Jakkujan,
CEO of Finn Solution providing the YEyes brand,
visited SUPERNAP (Thailand) data center in Chonburi.
Impressed by the security measures and technical
innovations, Mr. Jakkujan and his Technical Team
were eager to compare the GWS cloud services cost
and efficiency with the existing provider.
Adding to the zero downtime SLA SUPERNAP
(Thailand) guarantees, the cost savings revealed to
be more than 50% from the existing provider.
YEyes’ Chief Technical Officer consulted with
SUPERNAP (Thailand) data center team for the
successful set up and configuration of the cloud.
The quality increase was immediate: the latency got
cut in half, which provided with an overall superior
service: enhanced stability and real-time, making
YEyes products even more reliable providing an
exceptional user experience.

The stability and real time features are of the outmost
importance for dangerous sequences, either during
industrial repairs, or medical procedures that YEyes
solution supports.
YEyes offers Augmented Reality products with
consistent outstanding results and competitive
pricing, which had led the startup to grow
international,
succeeding
in
an
increasingly
competitive market while developing new products.

MOTIVATED BY INVENTION. DRIVEN BY PERFECTION.

www.supernap.co.th

